BUYING A FAR EAST IMPORT?

I have had the privilege of providing dating certificates for the VVC
and VCB since the beginning of 2006 and so far have issued 290
certificates. The majority of machines requiring 'validation' are now
coming from Bali, Vietnam and Indonesia. All these machines have
one thing in common - they claim to be original Italian machines.
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to encourage
anyone
tempted
to buy a
machine
from these
sources to obtain advice
from someone
with
experience of genuine
Italian machines before
parting
with
their
money,
When buying one of
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a few key points to be
considered:
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85% in my
experience) have had
the VIN number (whole
or in part) re-stamped,
over-stamped
or replaced with the VIN

impossible to determine
how much of the chassis
is original. The craftsmanship, on the surface,
is good but
large
amounts of filler can be
found.
Most of the scooters
that have a seam or join
running longitudinally
have a flat number plate
area at the rear of the
machine. This includes
models that should have
a rounded number plate
area. Ask yourself and
the vendor WHY?
Many machines are
modified to a degree
that would require an
Engineers Certificate or
Single Vehicle Approval
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move
from
examination
of this to Vietnam within 7 business to business that
modification
is reco- days. The same Dealer offer easy pickings,
mmended.
requires 2-4 week to
It is possible to get a
Another
question deliver to a UK Port. I bargain
from
these
worth asking is whether doubt that complaints to imported machines - but
the Dealer has Product EBay about unfair terms the odds are against it.
Liability Insurance. This will get you very far.
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S~me, of the r,estampmg ISvery sophlsticated and, inc~udes the
stars and PlagglO Logos.
Much of the bodywork can have welded
seams in the most unlikely places and 'cut
and shut' techniques are

regularly employed to
the degree

that

it is
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when
Advertisements
for
selling a product pur- 'Replica' machines have
chased from outside the uncovered the fact that
EEC.
Vespa frames are being
If the answer is 'No' or manufactured
in Viet'What is that?' you are nam, which may explain
probably better advised why so many do not
to go to a dealer that have original VIN stamphas.
ing. These should be
There are of course avoided because they
many individuals buying cannot be dated and if
one or rwo machines at the Import Documents
time for resale and they state the year of manuwill never admit to facture as 2007, the
being dealers.
machine is liable to
Buying direct from Import Duty and VAT. If
the Far East seems to they state an earlier date
hold the most pitfalls. and this is discovered by
S.ome vendors offer t~e the Customs & Excise,
sight of the ~hassls the penalties are severe.
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